Motivated by the Basel 3 regulations, recent studies have considered joint forecasts of Value-at-Risk and Expected Shortfall. A large family of scoring functions can be used to evaluate forecast performance in this context. However, little intuitive or empirical guidance is currently available, which renders the choice of scoring function awkward in practice. We therefore develop graphical checks (Murphy diagrams) of whether one forecast method dominates another under a relevant class of scoring functions, and propose an associated hypothesis test. We illustrate these tools with simulation examples and an empirical analysis of S&P 500 and DAX returns.
Introduction
The Basel 3 standard on minimum capital requirements for market risk (Basel Committe on Banking Supervision, 2016) uses Expected Shortfall (ES), rather than Value-at-Risk (VaR), to quantify the risk of a bank's portfolio. As described by McNeil et al. (2015, Chapter 8) , ES possesses several desirable theoretical properties. However, it also has a major drawback: It is not elicitable, i.e. there is no scoring function that sets the incentive to report ES honestly, or that can be used to compare ES forecasts' accuracy.
1 As a partial remedy to this problem, Fissler and Ziegel (2016, henceforth FZ) show that ES is jointly elicitable with VaR and characterize the class of scoring functions that can be used to evaluate forecasts of type (VaR, ES). provide a nontechnical introduction and discuss regulatory implications.
In applied work, it is challenging to select a specific member function from the FZ family on either economic or statistical grounds. Motivated by this problem, we present a mixture representation using elementary members of the FZ family, which is mathematically similar to recent results by Ehm et al. (2016) for quantiles and expectiles. The mixture representation gives rise to Murphy diagrams which allow to check whether one forecast dominates another under a relevant class of scoring functions.
2 While this class could be the entire FZ family, we argue that a subfamily which emphasizes ES -rather than VaR -is economically more plausible in the light of the Basel 3 standard. Analyzing the robustness of forecast rankings across this class of scoring functions is relevant both conceptually and practically, and referred to as forecast dominance in the following.
Forecast dominance holds at the population level -that is, it is defined in terms of expected performance, which is unobservable. Statistical tests are designed to detect significant deviations of the observed performance from hypotheses about expected performance; see e.g. Diebold and Mariano (1995) and Clark and McCracken (2013) . In the present context, such tests are complicated by the fact that the null hypothesis refers to performance under all elementary members of the mixture representation, i.e. on a grid of parameters. Following a suggestion by Ehm et al. (2016, Section 3 .4), we discuss a permutation test which accounts for this circumstance via multiple testing corrections. The labels of two forecasting methods are randomly switched to enforce the null hypothesis of equal forecast performance, allowing the computation of p-values by Monte Carlo simulation. While a formal investigation of this test is left for future research, simulation evidence points to satisfactory size and power properties.
In an empirical case study, we evaluate forecasts for daily log returns of the S&P 500 and DAX stock market indices. Three models with varying degree of sophistication are considered: the HEAVY model (Shephard and Sheppard, 2010 ) with access to the past's intra-daily data competes against two models using merely end-of-day data, a GARCH(1,1) model (Bollerslev, 1986 ) and a naive 'historical simulation' model. Our results suggest that the HEAVY model tends to outperform its competitors, as indicated by Murphy diagrams and tests of forecast dominance.
We emphasize that our interest lies in comparative forecast evaluation -that is, we seek to compare the (VaR, ES) forecasts of two competing methods.
3 Comparative evaluation is important to select a suitable forecasting method in practice, especially given the wealth of data sources and statistical techniques that could plausibly be used to generate forecasts. Comparative forecast evaluation is different from absolute evaluation which aims to determine whether a given forecast method possesses certain desirable optimality properties. The Basel 2 procedure of counting VaR 'violations', i.e. the number of times the actual return fell below the VaR forecast, is an example of absolute forecast evaluation. See Nolde and Ziegel (2017) for a detailed discussion of comparative versus absolute evaluation of financial forecasts.
The contributions of the present paper include a mixture representation of the FZ family in Section 2, which yields the Murphy diagrams, and a permutation test for the hypothesis of forecast dominance in Section 3. We identify a class of scoring functions primarily suited for the evaluation of the expected shortfall component in a forecast of type (VaR, ES), illustrate its use in an empirical case study in Section 4, and draw a link to European put options in Section 5. A discussion in Section 6 concludes.
Consistent Scoring Functions for VaR and Expected Shortfall
To keep notation light, we start with a single-period outcome and move on to time-series considerations in the next section. Let Y ∈ R be a random variable describing the singleperiod return of a financial asset, where a negative return, Y < 0, corresponds to a loss. Value-at-Risk (VaR) and Expected Shortfall (ES) are popular measures of tail risk. Let F denote the distribution of Y , and assume that Y has finite mean. Then for a given level α ∈ (0, 1), the VaR and ES are defined as
We are interested in small values of α, in particular α = 0.025 which is the level that the Basel Committe on Banking Supervision (2016) requests for ES predictions. Then, VaR α and ES α will typically have negative values. Our sign convention corresponds to the sign convention of utility functions as used in Delbaen (2012) and it implies that VaR α ≥ ES α always holds.
Following Gneiting (2011a), Ehm et al. (2016) , Patton (2016) and others, it is now widely recognized that consistent scoring functions are essential for comparing point forecasts. Consistency implies that, on average, a misspecified model may not outperform a correct model. As discussed in , ES α cannot be evaluated consistently without joint consideration of VaR α , so we stack the two functionals to obtain the two-dimensional functional
As return distributions we consider members of the class F 1 of distributions with finite mean and unique quantiles. The latter assumption allows us to simplify our presentation and does not seem restrictive in the context of financial returns. For example, the HEAVY and GARCH models used in our case study (Section 4) clearly satisfy the assumption. As forecasts of type T α we consider elements of the action domain A 0 = {x ∈ R 2 : x 1 ≥ x 2 }, thereby ruling out irrational forecasts that violate VaR α ≥ ES α . The following definition formalizes the notion of a consistent scoring function for T α . Definition 2.1. A scoring function S : A 0 × R → R is a function such that S(x, y) dF (y) exists for all F ∈ F 1 , x ∈ A 0 . The scoring function S is called consistent for T α if
for all x ∈ A 0 and all random variables Y with distribution in F 1 . The scoring function S is strictly consistent if equality in (1) implies x = T α (F ). Equation (1) says that, in expectation, it is a forecaster's best possible action to state the forecast T α (F ), rather than an arbitrary alternative x ∈ A 0 . In this sense, a consistent scoring function sets the incentive for honest and accurate forecasting of T α . Importantly, there is not only one scoring function that is consistent for T α . Instead, there is a whole family of scoring functions with this property.
4 As shown by Fissler and Ziegel (2016, Section 5) , consistent scoring functions for T α take the form S(x 1 , x 2 , y), where x 1 is a forecast of VaR α , x 2 is a forecast of ES α , and y is the realization. Here, we consider normalized scores for which S(y, y, y) = 0 holds true. This normalization is in line with much of the existing literature (e.g. Gneiting, 2011a) ; other normalizations can easily be accommodated. Corollary 5.5 of implies that all scoring functions S of the form
are consistent scoring functions for T α , where G 1 , G 2 , and G 2 are functions from R to R, G 2 = G 2 , G 1 and G 2 are increasing, G 2 ≥ 0 and G 1 (y) dF (y), G 2 (y) dF (y) exist and are finite for all F ∈ F 1 . If G 2 is strictly increasing, we obtain strict consistency. For example, the choice G 1 (z) = 0, G 2 (z) = exp(z)/(1 + exp(z)) satisfies all of these requirements but there are many alternatives. Subject to regularity conditions, all normalized consistent scoring functions on the action domain A 0 are of the form (2). Patton (2016) and others have demonstrated that the choice of scoring function is relevant for the ranking of two competing forecasts in the presence of model misspecification and non-nested information sets, both of which are common in practice. Here we seek to develop methods for comparing forecasts under a class of scoring functions, thus avoiding the need to select a single specific function. We therefore make the following definition of forecast dominance which is analogous to Ehm et al. (2016, Definition 1) .
Definition 2.2. Let α ∈ (0, 1) and let S be a class of consistent scoring functions for T α . For two (possibly random) forecasts (X 2 ) made by methods A and B, respectively, we say that method A weakly dominates method B with respect to S if
where the expectations are with respect to the joint distribution of (X
When S is a 'small' class it feasible to check an empirical version of dominance for all members. And importantly, once dominance has been established for a given class it can be translated to the extension including all mixtures, e.g. dominance with respect to {S 1 , S 2 } implies dominance with respect to {aS 1 + bS 2 : a, b ≥ 0}. This simple observation is the basis for so-called Murphy diagrams which are graphical tools to check for forecast dominance empirically with respect to all consistent scoring functions (Ehm et al., 2016) . To this end, Ehm et al. (2016) provide mixture representations of the families of consistent scoring functions for quantiles and expectiles. In order to derive similar methodology for T α , the following result presents a mixture representation for consistent scoring functions of the form given in (2).
Let H 1 be a locally finite measure and H 2 a measure that is finite on all intervals of the form (−∞, x], x ∈ R. Then all scoring functions S : A 0 × R → R that are of the form (2) can be written as
The scores at (3) are consistent for T α . They are strictly consistent if H 2 puts positive mass on all open intervals.
The elementary scores S v1 and S v2 are themselves consistent scoring functions for T α , which follows immediately by choosing Dirac-measures for H 1 or H 2 in (3). Note that S v1 for T α is also the elementary score in the class of consistent scoring functions for α-quantiles as identified by Ehm et al. (2016) , an unsurprising result given that VaR α is an α-quantile. The elementary score S v1 (x 1 , y) goes to zero as v 1 → ±∞. The second elementary score for T α , S v2 (x 1 , x 2 , y), takes a more complex form in that it depends on the joint forecast (x 1 , x 2 ) and the realization y. It goes to zero as v 2 → +∞, and converges to (1/α)(1{y ≤ x 1 }−α)(x 1 −y) as v 2 → −∞. This explains the different restrictions on the corresponding mixing measures H 1 and H 2 in Proposition 2.1.
We now identify a subclass of consistent scoring functions for T α whose members emphasize the evaluation of the ES α component. The first integral in (3) corresponds to the mixture representation of consistent scoring functions for quantiles (Ehm et al., 2016, Theorem 1a) , a class that in our context only evaluates the VaR α forecast and ignores ES α . Hence, choosing anything but a constant H 1 puts unnecessary emphasis on the VaR α component of a forecast of type T α . The second integral corresponds to the evaluation of ES α , conditional on VaR α , where we cannot completely extinguish VaR α in the evaluation due to the results on the (non-)elicitability of ES α . Hence, we define S 2 as the class of all consistent scoring functions for T α as given at (3) with a constant H 1 (such that the first integral is zero), and focus on this class in the following.
Our focus on S 2 is motivated by the aim to maximize the impact of the ES α component in evaluation, which is in line with the emphasis set in Basel 3. Focusing on S 2 also seems justified from a statistical perspective: First, S 2 contains positively homogeneous scoring functions for T α for all possible degrees of homogeneity; see Nolde and Ziegel (2017, Section 2.3 .1 and Theorem 6). As discussed there, positively homogeneous scoring functions enjoy a number of attractive properties. Second, Dimitriadis and Bayer (2017) investigate several members of S 2 in a regression framework. They argue that moving beyond S 2 (i.e., considering non-constant choices of H 1 in Equation 2.1) does not improve the numerical performance of their estimators.
The mixture representation at (3) allows graphical displays of the performance of T α forecasts with respect to the elementary scores of S 2 ,
where the expectation is with respect to the joint distribution of (X 1 , X 2 , Y ). In practice, the expectation is estimated by the average observed score. Examples of these displays, called Murphy diagrams (Ehm et al., 2016) , are given in Figure 2 in Section 4. The diagrams provide simple graphical checks of whether one forecast dominates another under all scoring functions in S 2 . Specifically, Proposition 2.1 implies that the forecast of method A dominates that of method B with respect to S 2 if and only if
compare Ehm et al. (2016, Corollary 1) .
Clearly, one could also consider forecast dominance for T α with respect to all consistent scoring functions. The procedures described in the following can be adapted to this case; an extension that is conceptually simple yet tedious in practice. This is because one needs to check inequalities across two grids of parameters, v 1 and v 2 . Instead, when focusing on S 2 , it suffices to check inequalities along a single grid for v 2 . We give results for all consistent scoring functions as a robustness check in Appendix D.
Testing forecast dominance
Here we first translate the methodology from Section 2 into a time series context, and then introduce a test of forecast dominance based on the elementary scores.
Comparing time series forecasts
So far, we have only considered a one-period forecasting problem. In most financial applications, however, the goal is to predict a time series {Y t } t∈N , such as a sequence of asset returns observed at trading days t = 1, 2, . . .. Furthermore, let X t = (X t,1 , X t,2 ) ∈ A 0 denote the (VaR α , ES α ) forecast of Y t , with the understanding that X t is based on an appropriate information set W t−1 generated by data available at time t − 1. In applications, we seek to make forecasts and realizations comparable across time. We therefore require the following assumption.
Assumption 3.1. The time series {Z t } t∈N with Z t = (X t , Y t ) ∈ A 0 × R is stationary and ergodic, with stationary distribution F Z . This assumption rules out deterministic time trends, structural breaks and seasonalities, among others. At the same time, the forecasts and realizations are allowed to fluctuate over time, as long as the fluctuations 'wash out' eventually. In particular, many multivariate autoregressive models (e.g. Lütkepohl, 2005) or stochastic volatility models (e.g. Harvey et al., 1994) are stationary.
Consider any consistent scoring function S for T α . Assumption 3.1 implies that the distribution of the random variable S(X t , Y t ) does not depend on time, t. In particular, this holds when S equals an elementary score S v2 from Proposition 2.1. We can thus define the notion of an expected elementary score, as follows. Consider a sequence of forecasts {X t } t∈N and corresponding realizations {Y t } t∈N which jointly define a stationary time series as in Assumption 3.1. The expected elementary scores for this process are given by
where F Z is defined in Assumption 3.1. Based on this definition, a notion of forecast dominance 'on average over time' follows naturally: 
where the expectations are as at (4) with respect to the corresponding stationary distribution.
Under standard regularity conditions, the expectations in Definition 3.1 can be consistently estimated by empirical averages over observed forecasts and realizations at dates t = 1, . . . , T , e.g. as T → ∞ it holds that
and analogously for method B.
Testing for forecast dominance
We are interested in the following null hypothesis:
H0: Method A weakly dominates method B ; Definition 3.1 gives a formal statement of the hypothesis. The test procedure, which we detail in Appendix B, can be summarized as follows:
• Stage 1: Test the null hypothesis that methods A and B perform equally well under a given elementary score, against the one-sided alternative that B performs strictly better, i.e. for a given v 2 the pointwise null and alternative hypotheses are
This test is repeated for threshold values v 2 on a predefined grid, yielding a sequence of pointwise p-values.
• Stage 2: Compute corrected p-values which are designed to control the family-wise error rate (FWER) of the procedure. The FWER is defined as the probability of making at least one false rejection, i.e. rejecting H0 v2 for at least one grid point v 2 at which A does not perform worse than B. Reject H0 if the minimum of the corrected p-values is below the chosen significance level.
The tests in the first stage are one-sided t-tests of the null hypothesis that the expected score difference between models A and B is zero. To implement the correction in the second stage, we apply the Westfall and Young (1993) algorithm to the pointwise p-values; see also Cox and Lee (2008) who investigate the properties of the algorithm in the context of functional data, i.e., the null hypotheses refer to a grid of values of some parameter as in our case. The most important implementation choice is how to simulate p-values under the null hypothesis that model A weakly dominates model B, as formulated in Definition 3.1. Our approach draws an i.i.d. sample where each realization of joint pointwise p-values is simulated by reassigning the forecasts' labels with equal probability at each time step. This enforces equality of the expected elementary scores of models A and B for all v 2 , thus representing the boundary of the null hypothesis of weak dominance. We call the minimum of the corrected p-values the minimal Westfall-Young p-value.
Our results rest on the assumption that the score differences are independent over time (henceforth, IOT). Given that we consider one-day ahead forecasts, this assumption follows standard practice in the econometric forecasting literature, which is to consider autocorrelation up to lag τ − 1, where τ is the forecast horizon; see e.g. Clark and McCracken (2013, Section 7) . Consistent with the IOT assumption, the tests in the first stage do not account for possible autocorrelation, and the label switches in the second stage are performed independently over time.
It is possible to implement the test differently taking into account correlation of score differences over time. We consider this alternative implementation in Appendix D where we apply the resulting tests to the data example of Section 4. There, we also consider the use of both types of elementary scores for T α , an extension where the pointwise null and alternative hypotheses are defined on two independent grids of values for v 1 and v 2 , respectively.
We acknowledge that there are two open issues about the testing procedure just described. First, the relabeling step enforces exchangeability of the two models' scores. While exchangeability implies equality of expected scores, the converse is not true. It is unclear whether this imbalance vanishes or remains asymptotically. Second, our testing procedure controls its size α at the boundary of the null hypothesis, for equality of the expected scores of models A and B. Intuitively, and as conjectured by Ehm et al. (2016, p. 522) , one would expect that the test's rejection probability is smaller than α in the interior of the null hypothesis, when A strictly dominates B at some grid points. However, a formal proof of this intuition is beyond the scope of this paper.
In view of these open issues, we investigate the testing procedure by simulation.
5 The data generating process is similar to the HEAVY forecasting model which we use in the empirical analysis of Section 4. To this end, we first create data from the deterministic process σ 2 t = 0.5 RK t−1 + 0.7 σ 2 t−1 , where RK t is a 'realized kernel' measure of intra-day volatility (Barndorff-Nielsen et al., 2008 , 2009 ), i.e. between end-of-day time t − 1 and t, and σ 2 0 = 0.35. We use the RK values as recorded in the S&P 500 data set in Section 4, and assume that the return at day t is given by
where {X t } t∈N is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables which are t-distributed with ν = 6 degrees of freedom. 6 Given knowledge of the process and the sequence {RK j } j≤t−1 , the perfect T α forecast for R t consists of
where q α,ν is the α-quantile of the t-distribution with ν degrees of freedom. We fix α = 0.025 and consider two forecasting models m ∈ {1, 2}, with forecasts given as follows:
where ε t,m ∼ N (0, ζ m ), independently of t and m. The variance term ζ m ≥ 0 is a measure of expected deviation from optimality. The limiting case ζ m = 0 means that ε t,m = 0 almost surely, and corresponds to perfect forecasts. Note that model m incurs the same error in both components of its T α forecast. To investigate the size and power of the proposed testing procedure, we experiment with different choices of ζ 1 and ζ 2 .
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First consider the case ζ 1 = ζ 2 = 1. This means that both models have equal expected scores, which is consistent with weak dominance. To investigate the size of our procedure, we simulate 1000 data sets comprising forecasts and realizations for T = 500 time periods, yielding a sample of 1000 minimal Westfall-Young p-values. The left panel of Figure 1 illustrates the results for nominal levels ranging from 0 to 15 percent. We observe a conservative behavior of the test with empirical size slightly below the nominal level. These results seem satisfactory, and suggest that our approach of controlling the test's size at the boundary of the null hypothesis is sufficient in the present context.
We further investigate the power behavior at the 5 percent level. Consider the case of ζ 1 > 0 and ζ 2 = 0, which means that the second model issues perfect forecasts while the first model deviates from optimality to a degree measured by ζ 1 . This implies a dominance relationship in favor of the second model following results from Tsyplakov (2014) . 8 In the simulation, we vary ζ 1 from 0.05 to 0.5, consider T = 200, 500, and generate a sample of 500 minimal Westfall-Young p-values for each combination of ζ 1 and T . The right panel of Figure 1 suggests a monotonic power increase in both variables with convergence to 1. These qualitative features are in line with common sense, and thus provide a sanity check for the testing procedure.
Empirical Results for S&P 500 and DAX Returns
In this section, we apply our methodology to compare forecasts for the returns of two stock indices, the S&P 500 and the DAX. The return of the index (S&P 500 or DAX) is defined as R t = 100 × (log P t − log P t−1 ), where P t is the level of the index at the end of trading day t. As before, let W t−1 denote the information set generated by data up to day t − 1. We consider three models for daily log returns with corresponding (VaR α , ES α ) forecasts at level α = 0.025:
• The HEAVY model (Shephard and Sheppard, 2010) which uses intra-daily realized measures to model the time-varying variance of financial returns. The model posits that
where V denotes variance, and RK t−1 is the realized kernel measure computed from intra-daily price movements at day t − 1. The quantities ω > 0, γ and β are model parameters which we estimate via the quasi-likelihood method described in Shephard and Sheppard (2010, Section 2.4.1). We re-fit the model only on the first trading day of each month using a rolling window of 1500 observations, i.e. roughly six years of daily data. We further assume that, conditional on W t−1 , ( (ν − 2)/ν σ t−1 ) −1 R t follows a t-distribution with six degrees of freedom. This set of assumptions yields an estimate of VaR α and ES α of R t , conditional on W t−1 .
• A GARCH(1,1) model as proposed by Bollerslev (1986) . The variance specification coincides with Equation (5), except that the squared daily return, R 2 t−1 , is used in place of RK t−1 . As for the HEAVY model, we assume a t-distribution with six degrees of freedom for the scaled conditional return distribution.
• The empirical unconditional VaR α and ES α computed from the returns in the 1500 observations up until day t − 1. This approach resembles 'historical simulation' (HS) methods which are popular in practice (see e.g. McNeil et al., 2015, Section 9.2 
.3).
Our analysis is based on data from http://realized.oxford-man.ox.ac.uk/; this source covers both daily closing prices and realized measures computed from intra-daily data. We construct forecasts for the period from January 2006 to January 2016.
9 The entire analysis is out-of-sample, i.e. we evaluate the forecasts against realizations which were not used for model fitting. Figure 3 in Appendix C presents corresponding time series plots. On average, the HS model produces lower forecasts than those by the other two methods. For the S&P 500 data set, the average VaR α forecast is −2.056 for HEAVY, compared to −2.184 for GARCH and −2.761 for HS. The violation rates of the VaR α forecasts are 4.2 percent (HEAVY), 4 percent (GARCH) and 2.9 percent (HS), with all three methods exceeding the nominal level of 2.5 percent, partially due to the negative returns surrounding the 2007-09 financial crisis. Figure 3 in Appendix C shows that the HEAVY and GARCH forecasts are highly correlated, and display much more time variation than the forecasts of the simple HS method. The latter observation shows that the HEAVY and GARCH models are much quicker to react to changes in the market environment than the HS method. Figure 2 and Table 2 contain the main forecast evaluation results for the S&P 500 and DAX data sets. We perform forecast evaluation in three steps:
• The top row of Figure 2 presents Murphy diagrams for all three methods with the display for the S&P 500 data set at left and the DAX results at right. For both data sets, the HEAVY model seems to attain the lowest average elementary score for the vast majority of thresholds v 2 . Forecasts based on the GARCH(1,1) model perform slightly worse, and the HS method's performance trails by a considerable margin.
• This is emphasized in the bottom row of Figure 2 , where the method based on the HEAVY model is compared directly against GARCH(1,1) and HS, respectively. Examining the difference in elementary scores improves our ability to detect which of two models is better at a certain threshold, especially when the difference is small. Pointwise confidence intervals at the 95 percent level (Stage 1 in the dominance test) deliver an impression for the significance of the outperformance exhibited by the HEAVY model. It seems that most examiners would question a significant result only for the comparison of HEAVY to GARCH(1,1) in the DAX data example. However, the final significance decision depends mostly on the way in which the pointwise results are combined.
• Table 2 reports the minimal Westfall-Young p-value of the dominance test: There is ample support against the null hypothesis that HS dominates HEAVY, but no evidence against dominance of HEAVY over HS. These results are found for both the S&P 500 and the DAX data. In the comparison of HEAVY and GARCH(1,1) for S&P 500, we similarly find evidence against HEAVY dominating GARCH, but not vice versa. As the previous visual inspection of Figure 2 suggests, the HEAVY/GARCH comparison yields different results for the DAX data: At conventional significance levels, we do not find enough evidence to reject either direction of weak dominance.
The fact that the HEAVY model tends to outperform its competitors can perhaps be explained by its larger information set, incorporating intra-daily data in addition to daily returns. From Holzmann and Eulert (2014), we know that larger information sets lead to better scores under correct specification. While the latter assumption is unlikely to be satisfied in practice, one might expect similar results to hold under moderate degrees of misspecification.
In Appendix D, we analyze the robustness of our permutation test along two dimensions. First, we compare two different assumptions on the temporal dependence of the elementary scores. Second, we consider using both types of elementary scores S v1 and S v2 for the test. The results are generally similar to the ones reported here, with one exception: When considering both elementary scores without accounting for autocorrelation, the minimal Westfall-Young p-values tend to be small for all considered null hypotheses. We conjecture that these results are largely due to non-standard temporal dependence in the first extremal score. However, once one accounts for serial correlation, the results based on both elementary scores are similar to the ones based on S v2 only.
Relationship to Option Pricing
In Section 2, we have provided a statistical justification for the class S 2 of scoring functions. We next show that the elementary scores of S 2 also bear an economic interpretation, which resembles connections between VaR, ES and option prices drawn by Mitra (2015) and Barone Adesi (2016). Specifically, our elementary score S v2 is equivalent in decision-theoretic terms to a short position in a European put option with its profit described by
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where P is the put option's price, K is the strike price, and S is the spot price. We draw the elementary scores' relation to π by identifying the spot price S with y, the strike price K with x 1 , and by imposing α(x 1 − v 2 ) as the premium P 's structure, such that
conditional on a positive writing decision x 2 ≥ v 2 . Actions are limited to the choice of x 1 and x 2 , corresponding to the strike price and the writing decision, respectively. The first term, α1{v 2 ≤ y}(y − v 2 ), describes the best case scenario without playing a role in the decision-making problem, while the second term can be interpreted as the regret, solely determining the best course of action.
Let F denote the distribution of the spot price at maturity of a given asset. From Proposition 2.1 and Equation (6), the expected profit is then
The expression in round brackets as a function of x 1 is concave with a maximum at x 1 = VaR α (F ) taking the value α(ES α (F ) − v 2 ). Therefore, choosing x 1 = VaR α (F ) is the optimal choice for x 1 given a positive writing decision x 2 ≥ v 2 . For x 2 , any choice such that
Assuming that all market participants take only optimal actions, no options with nonzero expected profit will be traded. This implies that the option will only be traded if v 2 = ES α (F ). This implies for the price of the option that
Interestingly, Equation (7) coincides with the famous Black and Scholes (1973) pricing formula in one particular case. Specifically, assume that the asset price follows a geometric Brownian motion without trend, such that F is a log-normal distribution with parameters µ = log(y 0 ) − 0.5 τ 2 t and σ = τ √ t, where y 0 denotes the spot price at present, τ is the annual volatility, and t is the time to maturity, where t = 1 corresponds to one year. Under this form of F , Equation (7) recovers the Black-Scholes formula for the price of a European put option under the additional assumption that the risk-free interest rate is zero (see Hull, 2008, Chapter 13) . The calculations that establish the equivalence are presented in Appendix E. Of course, Equation (7) may yield different prices than Black-Scholes under other forms for F . While we do not take a stance on which form for F -or, more generally, which option pricing scenario -is most appropriate, the similarity between statistical incentives (represented by elementary scores) and economic incentives (represented by option payoffs) seems intriguing.
Discussion
In this paper, we provide a mixture representation for the consistent scoring functions for the pair (VaR α , ES α ). This mixture representation facilitates assessments of whether one sequence of predictions for (VaR α , ES α ) dominates another across a suitable, user-specified class of scoring functions. As we are primarily interested in the comparison of the ES forecasts, we focus on a class that puts as much emphasis on ES as possible. We also demonstrate a general principle for the construction of formal statistical tests for forecast dominance.
While the test appears to work well in the simulation and data example, a detailed investigation of its theoretical properties is left for future work.
When using Murphy diagrams for comparing forecast performance, it is not necessary to select a specific scoring function prior to forecast evaluation. In the presence of possibly misspecified forecasts and non-nested information sets, this is an advantage as any choice of a particular consistent scoring function induces a preference ordering on all possible sequences of forecasts which is usually difficult or impossible to justify, or, even to describe; see Patton (2016) . On the other hand, Murphy diagrams may lead to inconclusive situations in which neither of the two forecast methods dominates the other. This may be undesirable in contexts of decision making. Ideally, future work should develop a deeper understanding of Murphy diagrams, so that they can not only be used to check for forecast dominance but also guide the decision for a consistent scoring function appropriate for a specific application in case that a total order on forecasting methods is needed.
B Details on the permutation test
Here we provide implementation details for the permutation test introduced in Section 3.2. In Appendix D, we also apply the test for both types of elementary scoring functions. Therefore, we next describe the most general procedure which involves both elementary scores and thus two grids of parameters (for both v 1 and v 2 ). The simpler procedure considered Section 3.2 follows easily from the more general variant, by omitting the grid for v 1 .
Stage 1
The pointwise tests are one-sided t-tests. The results in Sections 3.2 and 4 are based on the assumption that the score differences are independent over time (IOT); thus, the variance estimator entering the t-tests does not account for possible autocorrelation. In Appendix D, we present robustness checks using an autocorrelation-consistent Newey and West (1987) variance estimator, as implemented in the function NeweyWest of the R package sandwich (Zeileis, 2004) , with a truncation lag of three. The minimal Westfall-Young p-value of the dominance test is given by min 1≤m≤2M {r m }. We reject the global null hypothesis if this minimum is smaller than α.
As suggested above, an important implementation aspect is how to enforce the null hypothesis when simulating the p-values. We do this by randomly permuting the labels of the forecasting methods A and B. Specifically, let Under the H0 that A weakly dominates B, it holds that E(d v1,t ) ≤ 0 and E(d v2,t ) ≤ 0. At the boundary of the null hypothesis, it holds that E(d v1,t ) = 0 and E(d v2,t ) = 0. We enforce the latter equalities by simulating a sequence s t ∈ {−1, +1}, t = 1, . . . , T, and putting d * v1,t = s t d v1,t , d * v2,t = s t d v2,t ; note that we use the same sign s t for all values v 1 , v 2 , thus leaving the correlation structure of the grid points across v 1 , v 2 intact. We then use the simulated time series (d
E Additional calculations for Section 5
Here we establish the equivalence between Equation (7) and the Black and Scholes (1973) pricing model as noted in Section 5. To this end, we express Equation (7) in terms of three factors: The strike price (x 1 ), the current spot price of the underlying asset (y 0 ), and the time to maturity (t). We proceed as follows:
• In Equation (7), set VaR α (F ) = x 1 . This step follows from the optimality condition described in the text.
• Since F follows a lognormal distribution, we have that
where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution.
• Finally, compute ES α (F ) = E(Y |Y < x 1 ). To this end, note that if Y follows a lognormal distribution, then (ln Y | ln Y < ln x 1 ) follows a truncated normal distribution. Using the moment-generating function of the latter distribution, we obtain ES α (F ) = y 0 α Φ ln x 1 − ln y 0 − 0.5 τ 2 t τ √ t .
• Collecting terms, we find that P = x 1 Φ ln x 1 − ln y 0 + 0.5 τ 2 t τ √ t − y 0 Φ ln x 1 − ln y 0 − 0.5 τ 2 t τ √ t ;
the latter formula is equal to the Black-Scholes put price in Equation (13.21) of Hull (2008) if the risk-free interest rate is zero.
